
 

                      May 5, 2014 

 
 

Greetings, 

 We’ve finally hit May and investors are grappling with the annual conundrum: “Sell in May and 

go away” or “double down and risk looking like a clown.” I made up that second expression, but 

reducing long exposure to equities in May has historically been a good decision. Since 1928, the S&P 

500 has averaged a 1.9% gain from May-October compared with a 5.1% gain between November-

April. The market seems vulnerable this year as the S&P 500 has now gone 31 months without a 

10% correction, or 13 months longer than its historical average. 

 

S&P 500 

 

 

 However, you could make the case that “sell in May and go away” only applies after big gains 

from January-April, which have not happened this year. In fact, the S&P 500 is up only 2% year-to-

date. Such a meager return is not entirely unexpected considering the index achieved 30% gains in 

2013. 
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 I am still of the opinion that the path of least resistance for equities is higher barring an 

exogenous shock to the economy (Russia-Ukraine, election results, more on this below). Monetary 

policy remains hyper-accommodative and economic data seems to be improving. Analysts currently 

expect the Fed to raise interest rates sometime in 2015, but I remember speaking with a bank analyst 

in 2011 who was adamant that interest rates would be higher before 2013… There is still 

considerable slack in the economy and the Fed will need to see a significant improvement in several 

key metrics before it hikes interest rates. 

 If you are interested in an even longer-term view on equities, I strongly encourage you to read 

the latest quarterly letter from Jeremy Grantham at GMO. Mr. Grantham is one of the most highly-

respected forecasters in the business and believes stocks will run higher before collapsing in a big 

way following the 2016 Presidential election. He is very astute about “the big picture” and correctly 

predicted in 2000 that US stocks would lose money over the next decade. If you have time, I would 

also recommend watching Mr. Grantham’s interview with Charlie Rose from last year. 

We’re coming to you a little earlier this week. With a rapidly growing subscriber base, we are 

going to attempt to satiate demand by publishing two pieces per week over the next few weeks. I’d 

like to thank our readers for spreading the word about our publication. Please feel free to continue 

sending this letter to interested parties. Free subscriptions may be obtained on our website, 

cupandhandlemacro.com, or by clicking the subscribe button at the top of this page. 

 

Today’s letter will cover several topics, including: 

 High Profile Tax Evasion 

 The hottest money-market fund in the world 

 Donald Sterling’s ROI 

 

As always, if you have any questions or comments or just want to vent, please send me an 

email at mike@cup-handle.com. 

 

Until next week, tread lightly out there, 

 

Michael Lingenheld 
Managing Editor – Cup & Handle Macro 
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High Profile Tax Evasion 

Global merger and acquisition activity in 2014 has topped $1 trillion through the first four 

months of the year for only the third time since record keeping began in 1980. So far deal activity is 

up 54% Y/Y, boosted by a flurry of activity in the healthcare and pharmaceuticals sectors. Obviously 

M&A is seeing a renaissance in part because of the incredible liquidity in financial markets. Borrowing 

costs remain historically low, corporations have been hoarding cash since the 2008 crisis and 

acquired growth is less risky than investing in organic growth. 

 

Global M&A Volume ($,bn) 

 
  

Another important catalyst for the deal spree could be that corporations are looking to lower 

their effective tax rate. Last week Pfizer announced its intention to takeover UK-based AstraZeneca 

for upwards of $106bn. As part of the deal, Pfizer would maintain its operational headquarters in New 

York City but officially relocate to Great Britain; a move that would lower the company’s effective tax 

rate from 27.4% to 21.3%! 

While not an M&A deal, last week Apple issued debt for the second time in 12 months, even 

though the company has little need for additional funds. However, because 88% of Apple’s $151bn 

cash is held overseas, the company sold bonds in order to fund a share buyback; thus avoiding the 

35% repatriation tax. Apple shares finished the week considerably higher. 

 

Apple (white) – Ebay (orange) 
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Meanwhile, Ebay took the opposite approach and surprisingly announced the repatriation of 

$9bn during its first quarter earnings call in order to increase “financial flexibility.” The resulting tax 

charge cost the company $3bn and stunned analysts. Despite adjusted results that beat expectations, 

Ebay shares sold off heavily. 

The recent moves are the latest evolution of the “tax holiday” theme that we discussed in last 

week’s note. Free markets will eventually find loopholes that allow companies to avoid paying taxes. 

After news of the Pfizer – Astrazeneca merger, the Wall Street Journal noted that Republicans and 

Democrats alike were upset about the high-profile tax dodging.  

Over the weekend, Warren Buffett responded to a question about the Pfizer-Astrazeneca deal 

by saying, “my guess is that when you get companies of this size, of this prominence (avoiding taxes 

by moving overseas), my guess is that Congress addresses this.” In the meantime, M&A is one of the 

major catalysts moving the stock market higher, so expect this trend to continue. If Congress 

ultimately gets involved, companies will eventually find another way to take advantage of an overly-

complex tax code. 

 

Alibaba-nk 

 As Alibaba prepares for a potentially record-breaking IPO, a subsidiary of the company, Alipay, 

is attracting staggering amounts of capital in a different form. In June 2013, Alipay partnered with 

Tianhong Asset Management to create a Chinese money market fund called Yu’e Bao, which 

translates to “leftover treasure.” To a large extent, the fund is popular because it offers a higher yield 

than state-controlled bank deposits and allows investors to redeem whenever they like. In April, Yu’e 

Bao advertised an annualized yield of 5.25% compared to 3.3% offered for one-year fixed deposits at 

banks. 

China Household Savings Deposit Rates – 1 Year 
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 As a result of these advantages, Yu’e Bao has soared in popularity and AUM. According to 

quarterly earnings results, the fund had $87bn under management at the end of March, up more than 

190% from the end of last year, making it one of the largest money market funds in the world (chart 

below is from Feb).  

 

Source: Wall Street Journal 
 

The dearth of investment options for Chinese savers has been well documented, so it’s not 

surprising that such an attractive product would be popular. Beyond real estate and gold, the only 

reasonable alternatives for savings are bank deposits, which have yielded negative real interest rates 

for the better part of a decade.  

Yu’e Bao is able to offer high yields because it puts nearly 90% of assets in financial institution 

deposits (repo’s), where interest rates are negotiated depending on liquidity. For example, during a 

cash crunch last June, the 7-day repo rate spiked above 9% - greatly enhancing Yu’e Bao’s returns. 

Alipay can get away with this because it is not regulated like a traditional bank, although many believe 

that will change soon. Banks are not allowed to invest in financial institution deposits. Yu’e Bao may 

eventually be unable to offer such a high yield going forward, but such innovative thinking is a big 

reason why Alibaba could be valued at $150bn very soon. 

 

Sterling Investment 

 At this point it’s close to a consensus view that Donald Sterling is a loathsome human being, 

but lost in the turmoil over his racist rant was his excellent purchase the Clippers for $12.5mn in 1981. 

The NBA is forcing Sterling to sell the Clippers1 and many believe that the team could fetch upwards 

of $1.5bn. However, even using a conservative figure of $750mn, Sterling would earn a compounded 

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 13.2%; dramatically outperforming an investment in US equities, US 

bonds, gold or oil over the same time period. 

                                                        
1 I personally believe this is far from over. The NBA is in a dicey legal situation, and Sterling could drag out the sale in court. 
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Source: Bloomberg, About.com, Business Insider 

 

 The Barclay’s US bond index used in the above table includes interest, but the Clippers also 

offer a nice yield2. The team is expected to post an operating income of $15mn in 2014, and has 

historically made money by maintaining one of the league’s lowest payrolls. Even though the Clippers 

may seem like damaged goods, the NBA is expected to sign a massive TV contract within the next 

two years, the proceeds of which will be dispersed among the 30 NBA owners. Aside from being a 

trophy-asset for the ultra-wealthy, the incredible appreciation of alternative, non-public assets like the 

Clippers make the team an attractive investment for one of the billionaire’s lining up to buy the team. 

 

Reader Question: 

**Editor’s note: Every week we’ll try to answer at least one reader question. If you would like to submit a 

question, please send us an email at info@cup-handle.com. We’d love to hear from you! ** 

 

Q: What surprise developments could negatively impact stocks through year end? – Colleen, MA 

 

A: I’ve said previously that rising food and gasoline prices are important stories to follow. Mid-term 

elections could have a big impact on stocks as we get closer to November. However, I’m surprised 

that the proliferation of deadly viruses has yet to gain more attention. The Ebola virus recently killed 

hundreds of people in Western Africa and there is no known cure. Equally frightening is the Middle 

East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), a super-virus that has gone from being contagious among 

camels to being contagious among humans. 

Experts are concerned about the spread of MERS during the Hajj pilgrimage in the fall when 

millions descend on Saudi Arabia. It is common in the Saudi Kingdom to eat camel meat and drink 

unpasteurized camel milk, although scientists are not sure exactly how the virus spreads. The US 

confirmed its first MERS case over the weekend, but any confirmed outbreak of either virus in a 

developed country would immediately impact global travel and trade. This developing problem is not 

just restricted to Ebola and MERS, there are several others. This is a very scary topic that will likely 

be an issue for many years. 

  

                                                        
2 Yield was not included in Clippers CAGR as NBA revenue data is very scarce. 
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Flagged readings for this week: 

 Meet the woman who hid her pregnancy from big data – Think Progress 

Janet Vertesi, assistant professor of sociology at Princeton University, had an idea: would it be possible to 
hide her pregnancy from big data? Pregnant women, she knew, are a marketing gold mine; a pregnant 
woman’s marketing data is worth 15 times as much as the average person’s. Could Vertesi, a self-declared 
“conscientious objector” of Google navigate all the human and consumer interactions having a baby would 
require and keep big data from ever finding out? 

 

 Meet the Fed’s First Line of Defense Against Cyber Attacks – Foreign Policy 

If the U.S. central banking system is ever hit with a crippling cyber-attack, a group of roughly 100 
government employees working in a three-story fortress-like building next door to a Buick dealership in 
East Rutherford, N.J., will be among the first to know about it. That's where, almost entirely out of sight, a 
team from the Federal Reserve System's crack cyber security unit is constantly on watch for malicious 
hackers, criminals, and spies trying to breach the computer networks of the Fed, its regional banks, and 
some of the most critical financial infrastructure in America. 

 

 The Story Behind the Worst Movie on IMDb – FiveThirtyEight 

What’s the worst movie in history? With a dreadful weighted rating of 1.4 out of 10 based on more than 
44,000 votes, a 2014 Bollywood movie called “Gunday” is by far the worst movie in the IMDb universe. 
Except that in India, it’s the top-grossing February movie in Bollywood history. 

 

Video reward for reading this far: 

 
Unbelievable golf skills that have no impact on your handicap. 

 

For any questions or comments, please email us at: info@cup-handle.com 

 

Please visit us at: cupandhandlemacro.com 

 

Follow us on Twitter @cuphandlemacro 

 

For a free 30-day trial of our monthly investment piece, click here. 
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Cup & Handle Macro partners: 

             

 

Best of luck this week, 

 

Michael Lingenheld 

Managing Editor – Cup & Handle Macro 
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